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FOREWORD

The work described in this report was carried put tinder the
sponsorship of the Deputy for Surveillance and Control Systems, Project
4510, by The MITRE Corporation, Box 208, Bedford, Massachusetts
01730 under Contract No. F19628-71-C-0002.
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'Publication of this technical report does not constitute Air Force
approval of the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for
tha exchange and stimulation of ideas.

RUFUS D. HUJTCHESON, Colonel USAF
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

The theory and applications of Kalman filtering have now been
under development for over a decade. Kalman filtering is currently
being used operationally in numerous applications such as satellite
tracking systems, aircraft navigational systems, and aircraft tracking
systems.

Many individuals are aware of Kalman filtering and are interested
in learning the salient features of the theory. In response, numerous
textbooks and articles have been written on the subject. However, few
if any of these treatises have been completely successful in enunci-
ating a simple explanation of Kalman filtering that appeals to the
reader's intuition. With slight exception, the discussions become
imersed in awesome notation and terminology thereby dampening the
reader's enthusiasm. Consequently, the system manager or project
engineer must frequently accept an abstruse set of equations vhile
feeling insufficiently qualified to appreciate their significance

or applicability.

The salient features of Kalman filtering are relatively straight-
forward. In spite of the obscure terminology and associated matrix

notation that typically accompanies any discussion of Kalman filtering,
the subject can be presented in a manner that appeals to intuition.
This paper represents such an attempt with empbasis on applications
to real time tracking systems.

SCOPE

Appendix A presents a derivation of the one dimensional Kalman
filter equations. This derivation comprises the majority of the

elements of the complete Kalman filter except that it is one dimen-
sional and consequently does not require matrix manipulation, and
there are no dynamics associated with the problem. Section II of
this report discusaes the more significant aspects of the Appendix A
material.

Appendix B presents a general form of the Kalman mulci-dimensional
dynamic system equations. Each of the equations is discussed with the
terminology of state-space theory being introduced to familiarize the
reader with the verbiage and notation associated with the multi-
dimensional, dynamic system equations. Then, having hopefully
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lessened the inscrutibility of the general Kalman filter equations.
they are used to formally derive an algorithm for the real time
tracking of aircraft. This algorithm is similar to that which is
currently used for tracking in the 407L system and which will be used
:W the AWACS system. Furthermore it. is anticipated t!.at Kalman fil-
ter tracker designs similar to the derived algorithm will be proposed

for the COMBAT GRANDE System. Section III of this report discusses
the more significant aspects of the material that is presented in
Appendix B.

Section IV concludes this report with some qualitative considera-
tions regarding the Kalman technique.

2I
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SECTION Il

ONE DIMENSIONAL KALMAN FILTER

IITRODUCTION

A one dimensional Kalman filter is derived in Appendix A. This

derivation comprises the majority of the elements of the complete
Kalman filter except that it is one dimensional and consequently
does not require matrix manipulation, and there is no motion asso-
ciated with the problem. Salient aspects of the Appendix A material
are discussed in this section of the report.

COMBINATION OF ESTIMATES

The Kalman filtering process consists of combining two estimates
of a variable in order to obtain an improved estimate. One of these
estimates is the initial or the current value of the variable and the
other is a measurement datum. The improved estimate is obtained by
updating the initial or current estimate with an appropriate weighting
coefficient and the measurement datu'. The weighting coefficient is
chosen so that the improved estimate has a minimum variance; equiva-
lently, the improved estimate has the maximum probability of being
the true value of the parameter being estimated.

For example, suppose we wish to estimate the range of a stationary
or point target from a radar site. Let us assume that our initial pre-

t diction or estimate of the range of the point target is RP. The
variance associated with the range estimate RP is Var R . Let us

further assume that Lhe variance assoniated with each range measurement
RM of the point target is Var RM. The Kalman filtering process weighs
the variance of the initial or currenit estimate of range with the
precision or variance associated with the range measurement datum and
optimally combines the two quantities, thereby obtaining an improved
estimate of the range of the point target.

As derived in Appendix A, the weighting coefficient a that is
used to optimally combine the initial or current estimate of rangeand the measurement range datum RM to obtain an improved minimum

variance range estimate R is defined byVa R
I a = - a (1)

SVar RP + Var RM

1 .J3



where

Var R is the variance associated with the initial or
current range estimate, and

Var RM is the variance associated with a measured range
datum.

i o S

From Appendix A, an improved rangepestimate R is obtained from
the initial or current range estimate R , the measurement datum RM
and the weighting coefficient a in accordance with

RS RP N P P N 2
R RP+a (R -R) (l-a)RP+ R (2)

Examination of equation (1) reveals that it possesses attractive
attributes. If the variance of the current or predicted range RP is
much larger than the variance of the measured datum RN, the weighting
coefficient a approaches unity. From equation (2) the improved range
estimate RS becomes approximately equivalent to the measured datum R"
as a approaches unity. This is of course desirable if one has con-
siderably less confidence in the estimate RP than in the measurement
datum. On the other hand, if the variance of the current or predicted
range RP is much smaller than the variance of the measured datum RM,
the weighting coefficient a approaches zero. From equation (2), the
improved range estimate RS becomes approximately equivalent to the
current or predicted range RP. In this situation, the measured datum
is essentially ignored and the new range estimate is not appreciably
improved.

In addition to optimally combining two independent estimates of a
parameter in order to obtain an improved range estimate, the Kalman
filtering technique provides the user with a real time measure of
confidence in the current estimate. This measure may be used to deter-
mine whether the current estimate is sufficiently accurate or whether
additional measurements should be obtained to improve the estimate.
From Appendix A, the variance of the improved estimate RS is defined by

Var RS = (1-a) Var RP (3)

Replacing a in equation (3) with its definition from equation (1), this
expression may be rewritten as

RM RP
S VarR VarkRVarR a Mar (4)

P M
Var R + Var R

4
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Analysis of equations (3) and (4) reveals that they too posses3
attractive characteristics. If the variance of the current or pre-
dicted range RP is much larger than the variance of the measured
datum RM, we have seen that the weighting coefficient a approaches
unity and that the improved range estimate RS becomes approximately
equivalent to the measuremdnt datum. From equation (4) we s"e that
the corresponding variance of the improved range'estimate becomes
approximately equivalent to the variance of the measurement datum in
this situation. On the other hand, if the variance 9 f the currant or
predicted range RP is much smaller than the variance of the measurement
datum, we have seen that a approaches zero, the "ea.-liement datum .is.
essentially ignored, and the new range estimate RS is not appreciably'
improved. From equation (3) we see that the variance of the newI
estimate approaches Var RP, the variance of the previous estimate for
this situation. In other words, if the measurement data is imprecise,
relative to the predicted range, neither the new range estimate nor,
the veriance of the new range estimatq are much improved by the
measurement.

Table I shows values for the weighting coefficient, the improved
range estimate and the variance ot the improved range estimate for the
above stated conditions.

. I
Table I

Initial Improved Estimate and Its Variance.

Weighting Improved
Condition Coefficient Zstimate Variance of Improved Estimate

P M S M S H M
VarR >>VarR a= R =R Var R Var

Var RP << Var RM a =0 RS = RP Vat RS =Va RRP

RECURSIVE FEATURE OF THE KALMAN FILTER

When another range measurement is obtained, the recursive feature
of the Kalman filter permits the initial smoothed estimate RS to be
further improved based upon the measurement datum RM and a different
weighting coefficient. Like the previous smoothed estimate, the
improved smoothed estimate will have minimum variance and hence maxi-
mum probability of representing the true value of the parameter being
estimated. The recursive feature of the Kalman fflter will be shown
via an example.

A 5
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:Let us assume that the initial predicted range of a stationary
target is 100.0 NM. The variance associated with the predicted range
is assumed to be 1.0 NM. The variance associated with each range
measurement RH is assumed to be 0.04 NM. For this example, the measure-
ment datum is precise relative to the predicted range; consequently, the
weighting coefficient a will approach unity and the initial smoothed

S~estimate of the true range will become approxlaately equivalent to the

measured range.

•From equation (1) and using the subscript 1 to indicate that this
is the initial iteration, the weighting coefficient a1 is A;

Var R, 1.0
a1  = = = 0.961 (5)

Var R, + VarR 1  1.0 +.04

Assuming the initial range measurement is three standard deviations
away from the predicted range of the stationary target, RM is 103 NM.
"The standard deviation of a variable is defined as the square root of
the: variance of the same variable. Then from equation (2), the
smoothed estimate of range RS is

R, S R, + 41 (RIlM - RI) = 100 + .961(103-100) - 102.88 (6)

From equation (4), the variance of the smoothed estimate RS

which indicates a confidence value associated with the current smoothed
range estimate of 102.88 NM, is

S M
VarR, a 1 Var R1  f 0.961(.04) .038 (7)

As expected, since the measurement datum is precise relative to the
predicted range, the variance associated with the smoothed estimate
is reduced to a value slightly below that of the measurement datum
after one measurement.

As a result of the first iteration, we have calculated a, and in

turn oltained an improved estimate of range namely R1 S and an asso-
S -

ciated confidence factor in R1  namely Var R1S. When the next measure-

ment is obtained, an analogous situation to the previous iteration
exists except that we have a better estimate of predicted range namely

R1 S and a better estimate of the variance of the predicted range

nAmely Var RlS. Therefore, the new weighting coefficient a2 becomes

S
Var R1  .038

a 2  S M .aR04 48 (8)
Var +Var R2

12
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Similarly, making use of R s in place of RIP in equation (6), rhe next
smoothed estimate of rangeR 2S is

S S
R = R 1 + a2(R2 Rl1)(9)

Finally, making the same substitutions in equation (7), the variance
of R2S is

Var RS a2 Var R2 = .487(.04) = .019 (10)

Comparing equations (5) through (7) with equations (8) through

(10), it is apparent that a recursive procedure is developing. Each
time another range measurement is available, a new and smaller
weighting coefficient a is calculated. It is applied in conjunction
with the most recent estimate and the measurement datum to obtain a
better estimate of the true value of the parameter being measured.
Thereafter a confidence factor in the most recent estimate is cal-
culated. This confidence is expressed in terms of the variance of
the estimate and may be made as small as desired by processing addi-
tional measurement data. Precise measurement data cause the improved
estimate to rapidly converge to the true value of the parameter beingF estimated; stated alternatively, precise measurement data result in a

S- small variance of the estimate which implies that considerable con-
fidence may be associated with the improved estimate.

The variance of the range estimate that is calculated in any
iteration of the recursive formulas must be stored to compute the
weighting coefficient for the following iteration. Similarly, the
most recently calculated smoothed estimate of range must be stored
to compute the following range estimate. Beyond storing these two
parameters plus the variance associated with each range measurement, I
no past data are required to be saved.

The general recursive formulas for obtaining successive values
of a, RS and Var RS that may be obtained from examination of equa-
tions (5) through (10) are

(a) Calculate the weighting coefficient

Var R• S

Var RS + Var RN

7
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(b) Use the weighting coefficient to obtain an improved
range estimate

S M S

(c)CaculteRNS N-IS -N(

(c) Calculate the variance of the improved range estimate

Var R = N Var NM

Table II shows values for the weighting coefficient a and for the
variance of successive range estimates based upon four iterations of
the general recursive equations, the first two iterations of which
were completed in the example. It will be noted from san examination
of the recursive formulas chaL values fcr a and Var R may be pre-
calculated for any iteration before obtaining any measurements given
only the variance of both the initial predicted range and the measure-
ment data. It is not necessary to use the general recursive formula

(b) in the process.

Table II

values for a and Vat R

Iteration a Var RS

1 .961 .038

2 .487 .019

3 .322 .013

4 .245 .010

INITIALIZATION
In the example, a priori numerical values were assigned to three

parameters to initialize the Kalman filtering procedure. These para-
meters were the predicted value of range or R = 100, the variance of
the predicted range cr Var = 1.0 and the variance of successive
range measurements or Var RM = 0.04 NM. Thereafter the calculation

8



of each new estimate of the true value of range was identical to the
previous iteration with a new weighting coefficient being calculated
that considered the new measurement datum and all previous estimates
of range.

In tyrical applications, a priori knowledge of the range cf a
stationary target is inferior to that which is derived from a single
range measuremei.t datum. Consequently it would be desirable to use
the initial range measurement datum as the predicted range and to
employ successive measurement data to obtain improved estimates of
range. Using this tecinique, the variance of the predl-ted range would
be equivalent to the variance of the initial measurement datum. For
this situation, the one dimensional Kalman recursive formulas may be
initialized by setting

a1  - 1.0

R 1  R 1
S -

Var R - Vat RI1

As the variance associated with each range measurement is assumed
to be constant, successive weighting coefficients and the variances
of successive range estimates may be precalculated from the general
recursive formulas before obtaining any measurements as follows

S M
Va RR1 Vat R

2 S RM 2
Var R1  + Var 2Var R1

Va R2 a Va R2 1/2 Vat R

vaI2 a2  2 1/ ar 1  H

Vat R2 1/2 Var R1  1mVa 2 RS + Var 3/2 Var RM 3

2ar 3 1
S M M

Var R a3 VaR -R /3 Var R

The sequence of weighting factors and the variances of successive
range estimates that will result fr m using the initial range measure-
ment datum as the predicted range R and from employing successive
measurement data to obtain improved estimates of range are showm in
Table III.

9t



Table III

'Weightin% Coefficients and Variances of .anpe Esteimates

Iteration a Var R-

1 1.0 Vat RR

2 1/2 Vat R /2

3 1/3 Vat R /3

4 1/4 Va R /4

N 1/N Var RIIN

Table III shows that the estimated value of range RS becomes more and
more reliable as successive measurement data are obtained and processed.
Any desired degree of reliability may be attained by precessing addi-
tional measurement data. This is of course a well known result from
elementary statistics.

CORRELATION

In estimating the target's range, the general recursive formulas
will employ rteasurement data that should not be associated with the
target unles, a maximum deviation between the predicted and the
measured raz:je is imposed. In the example where a priori knowledge
was avallable, the predicted range of the target was assumed to be
100 miles, the standard deviation of the predicted range was assumed
to be 1.0 NM and the standard deviation of each measurement datum was
assumed to be 0.2 NM. Specifying that the standard deviation of the
measuxrement data is 0.2 NH indicates that measurement data associated
with the target will generally be within three standard deviations or
0.6 NM of the true range of the target. Likewise, specification that
the standard deviation of the prediction error is 1.0 NM indicates
that true target range is within approximately three standard devia-
tions or 3 NM of the predicted range.

10



Making use of these parameters and recalling that the variance
of a variable is the square of the standard deviation of the variable,
an optimum choice of the maximum deviation between a measurement datum-.-
and the predicted range may be constructed. Since the variance of the
difference between the predicted and the measured range is the sum of
the variances of the predicted and measured ranges, an optimum filter
will correlate an initial measurement datum that satisfies

IRM - RPI < 3(Var RM + Var RP)½ = 3(1.04)½ (11)

Successive measurement data must satisfy the following inequality in
order to be processed

IRN M- RsI < 3(Var RNM + Var RNS) (12)

SAs Var RN decreases with successive iterations as shown in Tables II
and III, the filter employs decreasing correlation bounds as a more
and more reliable estimate of the target's range is obtained.

. .
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SECTION III

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL KALMAN FILTER

INTRODUCTION

A vneral form of Kalman's multi-dimensional, dynamic system
equations is presented in Appendix B. The concepts of state variable
or vector, transition matrix, measurement matrix, covariance matrix
and other notation of state-space theory are introduced to familiarize
the reader with the terminology associated with the multi-dimensional,
dynamic system equations. Analogies between the general Kalman equa-
tions and the one dimensional non-dynamic filter are presented.

This section of the report presents the salient aspects of the

material that is presented in Appendix B. Analogies between the
multi-dimensional tracking filter and the one dimensional filter are
indicated.

SYSTEM MODELING

Kalman filtering theory as applied to dynamic systems requires
the definition of a mathematical model describing the physical
phenomena associated with the estimation problem. Procedures used in
this process are rather subjective in nature; therefore, some general
considerations and guidelines relative to defining a model that is
applicable to real time Kalman tracking systems will be given. The
tracking systems to be considered use sensors which provide measure.-
ments of range and azimuth. The aircraft to be tracked are as3umed
to be capable of maneuvering.

The mathematical model describing the physical process associated
with the estimation problem should express the state variables at one
time as a function of the state variables at a previous t'me. State
variables may be defined as the minimum set of variables that provides
full knowledge of the system's behavior.

12



A model describ-ng the position, speed and acceleration state
variables for an aircraft may be expressed as

RP = RS + .'S + i*SA2/2

RP - P + OA

..P ..S
"R -R (13)

P S *S *oS• 2

ý + ;,

where the superscript P denotes the predicted state variables, where
the superscript S denotes the smoothed state variables from the pre-
vious iteration and where A is the time since the last smoothing.

Since computer storage and particularly prcessing requirements
increase alarmingly with the number of state variables, designers are
generally motivated to seek simplifications to the modeling equations
that will result in minimal degradation in the estimation of the major
state variables. Consequently, Kalman aircraft tracking filters
usually employ a constant speed, straight line model of aircraft

motion. Such a model results in a filter that is incapable of track-
ing maneuvering aircraft; therefore the filter, as derived from Kal-
man's equations with a constant velocity straight line model of air-
craft motion, is augmented by a maneuver response logic. The maneuver
response logic will be discussed in a subsequent section of this
report. 1

The coordinate system that is used to define the model of aircraft
motion is another .actor to be considered in applying iralman filter
theory. Selection of an inappropriate --oordinate system typically
results in a complex algorithm being derived from the Kalman equa-
tions which requires inordinate storage and processing requirements.
Furthermore and as noted in Appendix B, the use of a non-judicious
coordindte system may be incompatible with the hypothesized model of
motion.

13
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For these reasons the model of aircraft motion that is generally
used in deriving a Kalman tracking algorithm assumes that the aircraft
is not accelerating, employs a rectilinear coordinate system and may
be expressed by

P S *S
X -X +X A

io . is

Equation (14) may be written in matrix notation as

"J 01 A 0 0 XS

ip 0 o 1 0 is

Equation (14a) is called the predicted state variable equation with
the dynamics of the system being modeled by the 4 x 4 matrix which is
called the transition matrix.

In addiLion to decreasing the number of state variables and
employing a suitable coordinate system, another technique is commonly
employed to further reduce the processing and storage requirements for
the' derived algotithm. This technique partitions the state variables
Into several groups; relative to equations (14) or (14a), the state
variables X and X are treated independently of those for Y and Y. Then,
an X component Kalman filter tracking algorithm is derived with the use
of the X component model of motion as is shown in Appendix B. An
independent but analogous Y component algorithm is similarly derived.
This technique results in reducing the 4 % 4 matrix representation of
the hypothesized model of aircraft motion to the following 2 x 2
formulation.

14
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This legerdemain results In an identical matrix equation for the
Y state variables. Uncoupling X and Y in formulating the predicted
state variable equation yields independent X and Y tracking algorithms
that must be solved each iteration. However, the processing and
storage requirements for the two algorithms are less than those which
would result from ccupling the X and Y state variables because the
cross correlations between groups such as XY, KY and XY are ignored.
Another useful aspect of uncoupling the X and Y state variables is
that it will only be necessary to discuss the tracking algorithm in
terms of the X state variables. Replacing X by Y yields the analogous
Y component discussion.

KALMAN TRACKING FILTER

Kalman filtering as appl.ied to aircraft tracking consists of com-
bining two estimates of a track's parameters in order to obtain an
improved estimate. One of these estimates is the predicted track
parameters and the other is a measurement datum.

In the one dimensional filter example that was presented in
Section I, three quantities were required to initialize the recursive
process. They were the expected or predicted value of range prior to
any measurements, the variance oi the predicted range estimate and
the variance of the measurement datum. Similarly, in the multi-
dimensional tracking filter, analogous quantities are required for
initialization.

The quantities that are analogous to the expected value of range
are the two components of the state vector, namely XS and VS. Cor-
responding to the variance of the gredicted range are the elements of
the covariance matrix namely Var X , Coy XX and Var k . These ele-
ments of the covariance matrix are defined in Appendix B. Finally,
analogous to the variance of the one dimensional range measurement
datum are the cartesian coordinate variances derived from the measure-
ment datum (R, 4). The Kalman tracking algorithm weighs the variance
of the initial current estimate of the track's parameters with the
degree of prec: -. n or variance of the measurement datum and optimally
combines these .*o quantities to obtain an improved estimate of the

track's parameters.

Let us assume that the coordinates of an aircraft derived from two
scans of a radar are used to initiate a track. The initial operator entry
of the aircraft's positionmat t4me to is Xom, Yom and the following opera--
tor entry at time tI is XK1 , Yi where A is the time between the two

15
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operator entries Umely t -to. The initial smoothed state
variables XO and XM whici correspond to the initial track position
and speed are defined by

S m

(1l6)k = (Xl 1 Xo0m)/A .6

Equations (16) position the track associated with the aircraft
being tracked at the coordinates of the later measurement datum and
estimate the aircraft's speed from the positions of the two measure-
ment data and the time interval between the data.

Like the one dimensional example of Appendix A, the Kalman track-
ing algorithm provides a real time measure of confidence in the cur-
rent estimate of Zhe aircraft's state variables. Siace equations (16)
calculate the initial estimates of the track's parameters from the
two measurement data used in the initiation process, one's confidence
in the initial estimates should be based upon the precision or variance
of the same measurement data. As derived in Appendix B, the initial
values of the covariance elements associated with the state variables
X and X are defined by

Var XS = VarXm

Sm 2 (7
Var X - 2Var X/A (7

Cov xS = Var xm/A

Analysis of equations (17) reveals that they possess attractive
characteristics. The first equation states that the variance of the
initial estimate of the track's X position is equal to the variance
of the X component of the measurement datum that is used in the
initiation process. The second equation indicates that the variance
of the initial estimate of the track's R covponent of velocity is
determined from the variances of both measurement data used in the
initiation process as well as the time interval between the data.
If the variance of the measurement data should increase or if the
time separation between the data used in the initi*ation process should
decrease, the variance associated with the initial speed estimate will
increase; i.e., the reliability of the estimate decreases. The third
equation is a measure of the degree of correlation between the sttre

variables X and XS. If these variables were completely independent
and hence uncorrelated, Coy AS would equal zero. As X and *S are
calculated from the same measurement data they are dependent and

* their covariance is not zero.
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Equation (17) is a measure of confidence in the initial estimate
of the track's state variables in terms of the X component variance
of the measurement data that are used in the initiation process. It
is therefore of interest to determine how the value of Var Xm is
obtained from measurement data which provide range and azimuth infor-
mation. From Appendix B, Var Xm is obtained from the relationship

Vat Xm = Vat R Sin42 + R2 Var 0 Cos 2 (18)

where (R, 4) are the coordinates of the measurement datum and where
Var R and Var 9 are based upon a priori knowledge of the sensor's I
characteristics,.i

For measurement data with an azimuth of 4 = 90 degrees, equation
(18) expresses the fact that tho variance of the X component of the
measurement datum equals the variance of range. For measurement data
with an azimuth of 4 = 0 degrees, equation (18) states that the X -

component variance of the measurement datum equals the product of I
range squared times the azimuth variance. These results, as well as
the results for intermediate angles, are consistent with intuition.

In the one dimensional example of Section I, the smoothed vari-

ance from one iteration was used as the predicted variance for the

following iteration. This technique was satisfactory since there
were no dynamics associated with the problem and consequently the
variance associated with a smoothed estimate was constant from one
iteration to the next.

For the two dimensional tracking example, the analogous smoothed

covariance matrix associated with the initiation process may not be
used in the following iteration as the reliability of the positional
estimate decreases as the time between iterations increases. This I
occurs because the error in velocity propagates into a larger posi-

tional error as the time interval between iterations increases. To
compensate for the decreased reliability of the positional estimate
as the time between iterations increases, the initial smoothed covar-
iance elements must be extrapolated to the time of the following
iteration. From Appendix B, the predicted covariance elements are
calculated from the smoothed covariance elements associated with the
Sinitiation process and the time interval A between the initial and the
current iteration accorditg to the relationships

Var X Var X + 2A Cov XXS + A2 Var XS

Varx =Vart (19)

CovPX =CovXP + AVar
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The superscript P indicates the predicted covariance elements whereas
the superscript S denotes the smoothed covariance elements associated
with the initiation process.

Correlation

In most tracking logics, radar measurement data are paired with

tracks via gross distance checks followed by more precise correlation
checks. The gross distance check associates all returns that lie
within a given area centered at the predicted track position with
that track. This check Is intended to eliminate further attempts
at correlation of data with tracks which repissent aircraft that could
not possibly have produced the data. More exacting correlation tests
are then applied to the measurement data and data that pass these
tests are defined as correlated data.

Non-maneuver and maneuver gates or small and large search areas
are defined. Presence of a measurement datum within the non-maneuver
gate centered at the predicted track position constitutes a non-
maneuver correlation. Lack of a measurement datum within the non-

maneuver gate and presence of a datum within the maneuver gate that
is centered at or behind the predicted track position constitutes
declaratioi. of an aircraft maneuver. Non-maneuver and maneuver gates
are typically circles, rectangles or annular wedges.

These concepts are applicable both to the classical aircraft
tracking algorithms that are used in the SAGE and the BUIC systems
and the more recent Kalman filter algorithms which are used in the
407L and the AWACS systems. The fundamental distinction between the
Kalman and the classical correlation techniques is that the gate sizes
are dynamically calculated and vary from one iteration to the next in
a Kalman filter. These gate sizes are calculated based upon the variance
of the predicted track position and the variance of the measurement
datum.

Non-Maneuver Gates

Non-maneuver gates must be of sufficient size to provide a high
probability of correlating measurement data with a track for non-
maneuvering aircraft. Therefore with a Kalman tracker, a non-maneuver
gate correlation of a measurement datum with a track occurs ±ii the X
dimension when the measurement datum falls within the track's non-
maneuver correlation gates as defined by

IX - XI < K(Var X + VarXM ) = C (20)
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XM is the cartesian coordinate of the measurement datum and I is the
predicted X coordinete of the tra'ck's position. The term Var ,
which is defined by equation (19), represents the variance associated
with the predicted track position. Var XM, which is defined by equa-
tion (18), represents the variance in the X component of the measure-
mept datum. The variance of the difference' between the two terms on
the left hand side of equation (20), namely the measured and' the pre-
dicted track positions, is the sum of the variance of the predicted
trackmposition and that of the measured track position or Var XP plus
Var XI. Equation (20), therefore, indicates that a measurement datum
within K standard deviations of the difference between the measured
and the predicted track positions will correlate with the track. K
typically assumes a value of' approxmately 3.0.

Maneuver Gates

Maneuver gates must be of sufficient size to pro'ide a high iprob-:
ability of correlating measurement data with a track when an aircraft
executes a maneuver. Therefore, with a Kalman tracker, r maneuver
gate correlation of a measurement datum with a track in the X dimen-
sion occurs when a non-maneuver correlation as defined by equation (20)
has not occurred and when a measurement datumi falls within the track's'
maneuver gates as defined by

IXM- xSJ < K(C +A A2 /2 + VA) (21)

The rationale for the maneuver gate check as defined by equation
(21) is to impose an upper bound on the X component of a measurement
datum that will be permitzed to correlate with the track, assuming
that the corresponding aircraft has linearly acce erated or executed

* a turn during the intervening time interval 'A. X is the smoothed
track position from the initial or last iteration; note that XP is

not used in equation (21) as it was in equation (20) since the use
of the predicted cartesian coordinate would tacitly assume straight
line constant speed aircraft motion over the ifiterval 'from t6e time
of the initial or last track smoothing 'to the current cprrelation
time. C is the non-maneuver gate tolerance that was used in equa-
tion (20). A is the time interval between the current corralation
time and the time of the last track smoothing. The term A A /2 pro-ivides for the pobsibility that the aircraft hslinearlyacertd

since the time of thi last track smoothing. A typical value for A
would be 13.3 NM/mmn corresponding to a .7g linear acceleration..
The term VA provides for the possibility that the aircraft has turned
since the time of the last track smoothing. Providing for a worst
case situation, it is assumed'that the aircraft hasI turned alost
instantaneously at the time of last smoothing, and, proceeded with a
speed of V that would typically be equivalent to the current track
speed plus approximately 3.0 times the current standard deviation' of
the track's speed. 19
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Track Smoothing

In the one dimensional example, a weighting coefficient a was
used to optimally combine the initial estimate of range and a measure-
ment datum. Analogous weighting coefficients are employed in the
tracking algorithm. From Appenaix B, the appropriate positional
weighting coefficient a and speed weighting coefficient 0 that are
used to optimally combine the initial estimate of the track's para-
meters and a measurement datum to obtain an improved estimate of thetrack's parameters are

Var Xp

Var + Var P
(22)

' • = Cov XF

Vat XP + Vat X

It w'ill be noted that the speed weighting coefficient 8 as defined

above is in units of inverse time.

Vthe improved smoothed track parameters deo;ignated X2 and J2

are obtained from the initial track parameters t:hat are extrapolated
to the time of the second iteration, the measurement datum from the
second iteration and the weighting coefficients in accordance with
the relationships

x K S = (X(S s A) + a(x2m - X2P) . X2 P . OL(X 2m - X2 P)

(23)

SK2 s = iS + O(x2 m - X2P) 2 P + B(X2M - X 2 P

Examination of equations (22a) and (23a) reveals that they are iden-
tical to. equations (1) and (2) of the one dimensional example. Con-
sequently, all of the discussion relative to equations (1) and (2) is
equally appropriate to equations (22a) and (23a). The implications
of equations (22b) and (23b) are less obvious, however, and will be
discussed via numerical examples when the recursive feature of the
Kalman tracker is considered.

In addition to optimally combining two independent estimates of
the track's parameters to obtain improved estimates, the Kalman ''

tracker provides a real time measure of confidence in the current
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estimates of the track's parameters. From Appendix B, the smoothed
covariance elements associated with the improved estimates of the
track's parameters are defined by

Var XS - a VarX)m

Var P - VarxP - Cov XXP (24)

CovXXS - 0 Var Xm

Examination of equatiosi (24a) reveals that it is identical to equa-
tion (4) of the one dimensional example. Since equations (24b) and
(24c) do not have analogous one dimensional counterparts, these
equations will be discussed via numerical examples when the recursive
feature of the Kalman tracker is considered.

Equations (16), (17), and (18) constitute the initialization
process for the Kalman tracking algorithm. Equations (19) through
(24), with che use of equation (18), constitute the X coordinate
Kalman prediction, correlation, and smoothing filter. Substituting
"Y for X in each of these equations results in the Y component filter
equations.

RECURSIVE FEATURE OF THE KALMAN TRACKER

When successive measurement data are obtained, the recursive
feature of the Kalman tracker permits improved estimates of the
track's parameters to be calculated based upon the measurement data
and different weighting coefficients. Like the previous smoothed
estimate, the improved estimate will have minimum variance and, hence,
maximum probability of representing the true value of the track's
parameters. The recursive feature of the Kalman tracker will be
shown via several examples.

Unity Blipscan X Axis Aircraft Motion

Let us assume that an aircraft is flying along the X axis of a
rectilinear coordinate system centered at the radar site at a speed
of 720 knots or 2.0 NM per 10.0 seconds. Let us further assume that
a track is initiated based upon-two measurement data associated with
the aircraft from consecutive scans of the radar which is turning at
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a rate of 6 RPM, so that the time interval A between the two measure-
ment data is 10.0 seconds. The initial measurement datum at time t=0
and the following measurement at time t=10 seconds are respectively

RO ' - 200.1 NM, 90 degrees or 0 M 200.1 NM

RI *31 = 197.9 NM, 90 degrees or Xlm = 197.9 NM

A priori knowledge of the radar's characteristics indicates that the
range variance is 0.25 NM squared and the azimuth variance is 3 ACPs I
squared, where an ACP is one 4096th part of a circle or 0.088 degrees.

From equation (16) the initial smoothed state variables XSand
S which correspond to the initial track position and speed, are

defined by

XS XM"•= 1 197.9 NM
(25)

Xm m "
X1  X 197.9 - 200.1 -2.2NM

A 10 10 sec 792 knots

The ir4'tial values of the covariance elements associated with
these estimates of. track position and speed are determined from
equations (17) and (18) and are defined by.

Var XS = Var Xm = Var R - .06250 since i - 90 degrees

Var P = 2 Var Km/A 2 - .00125 (26)

Coy XX = Var xm/A = .00625

From equation (19), the predicted covariance elements are calculated
from these smoothed covariance elements and the time interval-A = 10.0
seconds from the previous to the current measurement datum according
to the relationships

Var XP = Var XS + 2ACov XXS+ A2 Var xS - .31250

Var xP - Vark - .00125 (27)

Cov XXK = Cov XXs + VarS .01875
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This result may be verified by substituting the values for the smoothedcovariance from equation (17) into equation (19), thereby obtaining the
result that

Var - 5 Var Xm - 5(.0625) - .31250

Var X - 2 Var xmM/A2 
- .00125 (28)

Cov 3 var -P, .01875

From equation (20), a measurement datum is classified as a non-maneuver correlation if it falls within C miles of the predicted track
position where C is defined by

C - K(Var xm)½ - 3.0 (.3125 + .0625)3 - 1.837 NM (29)

From equat.on (22), the positional weighting factor a and thespeed weighting factor 0 are defined by

Sa Var XP .3125

Vat XP + Var 3P .3125 + .0625 .83
(30)

- Cov .01875
Var XP + Var 3P .3125 + .0625 .05

Since the aircraft is proceeding at 2.0 NM/10 seconds, its truecoordinates at time t - 20 seconds are R2 - 196 NM and *b2 - 90 degrees.Assuming that the range measurement is two standard deviations or0.5 NM away from the true aircraft location, R2M - 196.5 NM and
- 90 degrees. Substituting from equation (25) into equation (23),

t e improved estimates of the aircraft's position and speed are

P 5 .X2 - 1 + Is A= 197.9 - (2.2/10) 10 - 195.7NM

k2P XlS - -2.2NM/10 sec - -792 knots
x2 ":2: a(X2m - x2P) - 195.7 + .83(196.5 - 195.7):- 196.3kot (31)

-~-10 +.508 21N/0sc-7. nt
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From equation (24), the measures of confidence in the current
estimates of the track's parameters are

Var = a Var X)P= .83(.0625) = .05208

Var X = Var X - 0 Cov X = .00125 - .05(.01875) .000313 (32)

CovXX = BVar lm= .05(.0625) -. 003125

Equations (25) and (26) have yielded initial estimates of the
track's parameters along with their associated measures of confidence.

Equations (27) and (28), which represent the start of the first com-
plete iteration, extrapolate the measures of confidence to the time
of that iteration and equation (29) employs this data along with the
variance of the measurement data to calculate the X correlation dis-
tance. Equations (30) and (31) calculate the weighting coefficients
and use the coefficients to obtain improved estimates of the track's
parameters. Finally, equation (32) computes measures of confidence

associated with the most recent estimates of the track's parameters.
Each time another measurement datum is available, equations (27)
through (31) are repeated.

The smoothed covariance elements from one iteration must be saved
to calculate the predicted covariance elements for the following itera-
tion. Similarly, the current smoothed track parameters must be stored
to calculate the following improved estimate. Beyond storing these
parameters, no past data is required to be saved.

The general recursive formulas for obtaining successive values
of the predicted covariance matrix, the correlation distance, the
weighting coefficients, the improved estimates of the track's para-
meters and their associated measures of confidence are

(a) Calculate the predicted covariance elements

Var .• = Var _IS + 2A Cov __N_ + A Var Xl

Var XP f Var _

Coy xP- Coy XXl + A Var X _
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(b) Calculate the non-maneuver correlati.on gate

P m
-3CN 3 + Vat X)

(c) Calculate the weighting coefficients

Var XNP Cov XNP

N Vart + Var m N VarX + VarX

(d) Calculate an improved estimate of the track parameters

1S ~~~S ~ S~S ~ Xn.X-1 +_ '.S A_ + aN (X - XNP)
SOs= -• + a - XN S

(e) Calculate the smoothed covariance elements

Var XS aN Var XNm

S P *P
VarXN = Var XN - N Cov N

Cov XNS -a8 Var Xm
~AvXXN - N var

Table IV shows values for the positional weighting coefficient a,
the speed weighting coefficient 0 and the correlation distance C for
30 iterations of the recursive tracking equations under the assumption
of unity blipscan and constant variance measurement data. Variance is
constant since the aircraft is assumed to continue flying along the
X axis, so that Var Xim equals Var R. It is perhaps of interest that
under these assumptions, successive weighting parameters a and 0 may
be obtained from the relationships

2 (2 N + 1)!a =(N + 1) (N + 2)
Ifor N > 2 iteration number (33)

0.6
(FN +1 ) (N +2)
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Table IV

Unity Blipscan Constant Variance Parameters

Positional Weighting Speed Weighting Correlation
N Coefficient a Ccefficient B. Distance C

1 1.0 .1000

2 .83 .0500 1.84

.70 .0300 1.37

4 .60 .0200 1.19

5 .52 .0143 1.09

6 .46 .0107 1.02

7 .42 .0083 .98

8 .38 .0067 .95

9 .34 .0054 .93

10 .32 .0045 •.91

11 .29 .0038 .89

12 .27 .0033 .88

13 .26 .0028 .87

14 .24 .0025 .86

15 .23 .0022 .85

20 .18 .0013 .83

30 .12 .0006 .80

N is the iteration number
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Examination of equations (33) and Table IV reveals that the
positional and speed weighting coefficients converge to zero under
the assumptions of unity blipscan and constant variance. This occurs
because the model of aircraft motion that was used to derive the
Kalman filter equations assumed constant speed, straight line motion.
In turn, the derived algorithm assumes that its estimates of the
track's parameters are improving as each measure- it datum is pro-
cessed until eventually its estimates achieve , action, thereby
requiring no further measurement data.

In the real world and for the assumed conditions, a and 8 would
not converge to zero because the correlation area would become so
small that even measurement data from aircraft which are attempting
to follow the assumed model of motion would fall outside of the non-
maneuver correlation gates. Upon detecting this condition, as will
later be shown, the Kalman filter would be reinitiated to approxi-
mately its initialized state and the counting down process would
alain commence. To prevent the attendant oscillations associated
with this technique, which is more a lack of technique, and to main-
tain a reasonable level of response to measui ment data so that the
tracker may rapidly respond to maneuvers, the usual approach is toS~~set lower bounds on the dynamically computed weighting coefficients :
and correlation distances.

Rather than dynamically calculating weighting coefficients and
the correlation distances, classical tracking algorithms have used
prestored values for these parameters. Typical non-maneuver values
for the positional weighting coefficient a, the speed weighting
coefficient B and the correlation distance C are

a = 0.3

-- 0.004

C - 1.5 NM

These values of a and 8 rep:esent suiteble steady state values or

lower bounds for a Kalman filtering algorithm. From Table IV, it is
seen that these parameters are attained by the tenth iteration.
Assuming a ten second iteration interval and a inity blipscan ratio,
steady state parameters for a track are attained after approximately
a minute and a half of tracking.
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Unity Blipscan Y Axis Aircraft Motion

The previous example was based upon unity blipscan constant
variance measurement data. Let us now coi-tder another example where
two aircraft are flying along the Y axis of a rectilinear coordinate
system centered at the radar site. Both aircraft are assumed to be
initiated 200 NMs from the radar site, with one aircraft proceeding
at a speed of 1.0 NM per 10 second iteratiun or 360 knots and the
other at a rate of 4 NM per 10 second iteration or 1440 knots.

From equation (18) and assuming that the measurement data asso-
ciated with each aircraft are repoited at an azimuth of V = 0 degrees,
it will be noted that the variance of the X component of any measure-
ment datum is proportional to the product R2 Var 9. Therefore, unlike
the previous example where the standard deviation of each measurement
datum was a constant 0.25 NM, in this example the standard deviation
of measurement data associated with the aircraft is not constant and
varies as a function of range from the radar site. The standard
deviation of azimuth jitter will be assumed to equal 3 ACPs.

Rather than presenting the individual computations as was accom-
plished for the previous example, Table V shows values for the posi-
tional weighting coefficient a, the speed weighting coefficient B and
the correlation distance C for 30 iterations of the recursive Kalman
equations for both the 360 and 1440 knot aircraft under the assumption
of unity blipscan and non-constant variance measurement data. The
variance of each measurement datum is based upon the range of the air-
craft with which it associates; i.e., at the tenth iteration, the
range of the measurement datum associated rith the aircraft proceeding
st 1440 knots or 4 NM per iteration is 160 NM. By way of comparing
the resultant data with the constant variance example of Table IV,
values of a, 0 and C from Table IV will again be presented in Table V.

Examination of the three columns of data under a indicates that
the positional weighting coefficient is essentially independent of
the aircraft's location and of whether the variance of the measure-
ment data is constant or not. Examining the three columns of-data
under the speed weighting coefficient 8 indicates that a similar
statement may be made for this parameter. Table V also shows that
for a unity blipscan ratio and for any of the three examples given,
the weighting coefficients attain steady state values corresponding
to the non-maneuver weighting coefficients of classical tracking
algorithms in approximately ten iterations.
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Table V

Unity Blipscan, Non-Constant Variance Parameters

Positional Weighting Speed Weighting Correlation
Coefficient a Coefficient 0 Distance C

N CV Vi V2 CV VI V2 CV Vi V2

1 1.0 1.0 1.0 .1000 .1000 .1000 - - -

2 .83 .83 .84 .0500 .0501 .0503 1.84 6.76 6.74

3 .70 .70 .71 .0300 .0301 .0306 1.37 5.01 4.93

4 .60 .60 .61 .0200 .0202 .0207 1.19 4.32 4.18

5 .52 .53 .54 .0143 .0144 .0150 1.09 3.94 3.76

6 .46 .47 .48 .0107 .0109 .0114 a..02 3.70 3.47

7 .42 .42 .44 .0083 .0085 .0090 .98 3.52 3.25

8 .38 .38 .40 .0067 .0068 .0073 .95 3.39 3.08

9 .34 .35 .37 .0054 .0056 .0061 .93 3.29 2.93

10 .32 .32 .35 .0045 .0047 .0052 .91 3.21 2.81

11 .29 .30 .33 .0038 .0040 .0044 .89 3.14 2.69

12 .27 .28 .31 .0033 .0034 .0039 .88 3.08 2.59

13 .26 .26 .29 .0028 .0030 .0034 .87 3.03 2.50

14 .24 .25 .28 .0025 .0026 .0030 .86 2.98 2.41
15 .23 .24 .27 .0022 .0023 .0027 .85 2.94 2.32

20 .18 .19 .22 .0013 .0014 .0018 .8.3 2.77 1.94

30 .12 .13 .19 .0006 .0007 .0011 .80 2.53 1.29

N is the iteration number.

CV is the constant variance example of X axis aircraft motion.

Vl is the non-constant variance 360 knot example of Y axis aircraft motion.

V2 is the non-constant variance 1440 knot example of Y axis aircraft motion.
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Examination of the first column of data under the correlation
distance C shows non-maneuver gates that are smaller than those of
classical tracking algorithms. This occurs because the aircraft is
assumed to be proceeding along the X axis, where the variance of the
associated measurement data is only affected by the data's range
jitter, the standard deviation of which is assumed to be .25 NM.

Examination of the last two columns of data under the correlation
distance C reveals non-maneuver gates that are generally larger than
those of classical tracking algorithms with the last column of data
decreasing more rapidly than the preceding column. The values are
larger because the two aircraft are assumed to be proceeding along
the Y axis, where the standard deviation of the associated measure-
ment data is affected by the product of range times the data's azimuth
jitter, the standard deviation of which is assumed to be 3 ACPs.
Furthermore, the two aircraft are at a considerable range from the
radar site. If the two aircraft were initiated 100 NM from the site
rather than 200 NM, each of the correlation distances in the last two
columns of data would be reduced by a factor of two; similarly, a
50 NM initiation process would decrease the data by a factor of four.
The correlation distances in the last column of data under C decrease
more rapidly than the correlation distances in the preceding column
cf data because the aircraft is approaching the radar site more rapidly
rhereby generating smaller range measurements.

Non-•Jnity Blipscan Ratio

Lich of the previous examples has considered unity blipscan ratio
situacicas where a measurement datum is available each iteration of
the tr-ickirg algorithm. Although this situation may be approximated
in netted rador systems where multiple radars provide measurement
data on air .aft, lesser blipscan ratios are the norm in single radar
systems.

Examinatir oof equations (20) and (22) indicates that the correla-
tion distance C and the position and speed weighting coefficients a
and B are based upon the variance of the predicted track position
Var X . From equation (19), we see that Var XP increases as the time
interval A between smoothings increases. Therefore, we should expect
that a, 0 and C will increase whenever data are missed in a radar
scan. This is reasonable because the reliability of the positional
estimate of an aircraft decreases as the time between smoothing
increases. In turn, the weighting coefficients should increase so
the measurement datum will more strongly affect the new estimate of
the aircraft's parameters. Similarly, the correlation distance should
increase to ensure that measurement data associated with the aircraft
correlates in the following radar scan. To verify this intuitive judg-
ment, several examples of the effect of non-unity blipscan ratios on
the weighting coefficients and correlation distances will be presented.
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Table VI shows the effect of missing data in the fifth scan on
the weighting coefficients a and B and the correlation distance C.
For this and the following examples within this section, the X vari-
ance of the measurement data is assumed to be 1.0 NH. When data is
missing in a radar scan, no iteration of the recursive formulas occurs.

"Table V!

Effect of Non-Unity Blipscan Ratio - Case I

Scan N a C

4 4 .60 .020 4.7

5 5 .52 .014 4.3
Unity Blipscan Ratio

6 6 .46 .011 4.1

7 7 .42 .008 3.9

4 4 .60 .020 4.7

Miss in Scan 5 6 5 .64 .028 5.0

7 6 .49 .009 4.2

N is the iter- ion number
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Table VII shows the effect of missing data in the thirteenth scan
on a, 8 and C.

Table VII

Effect of Non-Uuity Blipscan Ratio - Case II

Scan N a C C

12 12 .27 .003 3.5

13 13 .26 .003 3.5
Unity Blipscan Ratio 14 14 .24 .003 3.4

15 15 .23 .002 3.4

12 12 .27 .003 3.5

Miss in Scan 13 14 13 .30 .006 3.6

15 14 .27 .003 3.5
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Table VIII shovs the effect of missing data in four scans on the
computation of a, 0 and C.

Table V1II

Effect of Non-Uniy Blipscan Ratio -Case II

FCanl N a0C

5 5 .52 , .014 4.3

6 .6 .46 .011 4.1
I!

7 7 .42 .008 3.9

Unity Blipscan Ratio 8 8. 38 .007 3.8

9 9 .34 .005 3.7

10 10 .32 .004 3.6

11 1 : .29 , .004 3.6

5 5 .52 .014 4.3

Miss in Scans 6 to 9 19 6 .77 .049 6.3

11 7 .49 .006 '.2

Examination of the data In Tables Y! throughl VIII reveals that-
the correlation distances and weighting factors as calculated by a
Kalman filter are appreciably affecteo by the blipscan ratio.of the
system's sensors.
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MANEUVER RESPONSE

For any class of aircraft maneuver, a galman filter that will
track the aircraft while it executes the postulated maneuver may be
dqsigned. However, such designs usually result in complex algorithms
involving many state variables with extraordinary computer processing
and storage requiremrnts. Consequently, aircraft tracking algorithms
are typically desigi.-d based upon a constant speed straight line
model of aircraft motion as has previously been stated. To provide
for situations where the aircraft motion deviates from this model,
maneuver response logic,- are included in the algcorithm.

The usaal procedure upon detecting a maneuver in a Kalman tracking
filter is to approximate the initialization of the filter; upon cor-
relating a return and identifying an aircraft maneuver, the smoothed
track position is relocated to approximately the coordinates of the
radar report that stimulated the maneuver response. Similarly, the
elements of the smoothed covariance matrix PS are increased to values
that approximate their initialized values as prcsented in equation (17).

The effect of this reinitialization is to place greater credibility in

the measurement data so that the filter will adequately track the
maneuvering aircraft.

A more sophisticated maneuver response logic would examine the
relationship between consecutive predicted track locations and the
associated measurement data to determine whether the aircraft is
turning at a constant speed or changing speed. Based upon this deter-
mination, some or all of the elements of the smoothed covariance matrix
would be set to larger values.

Independent of whether the approach is rudimental or sophisticated,
maneuver response in a Kalman filter is accomplished by resetting the
weighting coefficients a and 0 to values thar approximate unity and by
resetting some or all components of the smoothed covariance matrix to
larger values. The intended effect is to place leas credibility in
the predicted track parameters and more credibility in the data that
triggered the maneuver response so that the track will adequately
follow the aircraft maneuvers.

Possible users are cautioned thaz the doctrinaire implementation
of the above described maneuver logic may well lead to severe velocity
transients in a real world tracking situation. In a noise free environ-
ment and with error free measurement data, the above described maneuver
logic will result in a track that responds to maneuvers quite rapidly.
In a real world tracking environment and with a radar that provides a
noisy R, p measurement of an aircraft less than once per radar scan,
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this logic vlll not follow maneuvers in the steady, smooth manner of
classical algorithms. Instead, violent changes in the track's para-
meters will occur as the track responds to the maneuver returns.
Similarly, as tbe positional and velocity maneuver weighting coeffi-".
cients approxV'ate unity, excessive track instabilities will result
when noise returns are erroneously correlated with a track.
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SECTION IV

KALMAN FILTERING CONSIDERATIONS

SYSTEM MODELING

The application of Kalman filtering theory requires the definition
of a linear mathematical model of the system. In many cases, highly
complex models may be derived to accurately describe a system even
though only a few of the state variables are of primary interest.Since computer storage and processing requirements increase substan-

tively with the complexity of the system model, designers should be
motivated to seek simplifications to the modeling equations that will
result in minimal degradation in the estimation of the major state
variables. Choice of coordinate systems and state variables should be
heavily influenced by the simplicity of the resultant formulation. In
summary, judicious modeling that is sufficiently complex to satisfy
system requirements while minimizing the associated processing and
storage requirements is the goal.

A related consideration in applying Kalman filter theory is the
impact of the lack of a precise knowledge of an exact model of the
system's behavior. For example, in determining the orbit of a satel-
lite, various unknown forces such as solar pressure, fuel leakage, etc.
may be affecting the true path of the satellite. If only the initial
injection positional and velocity uncertainties are modeled, the
estimated orbit will diverge from the true path of the satellite.
This results because the filter that is derived from an imprecise
model assumes that the estimated orbital parameters are converging
to their true values as successive measurement data are processed.
Based upon the erroneous assumption of convergence, weighting coeffi-
cients are chosen so that successive measurement data have lessened
impact on the estimated orbital parameters, the correlation area is
diminished and eventually measurement data fails to correlate. Some
techniques that are typically employed to compensate for inadequacies
in the system model are:

(a) To introduce pseudo-errors which cause an increase
in the values of the a priori covariance matrix to
account for non-modeled errors.

(b) Recognizing that the values of the a priori covari-
ance matrix are optimistic or too small, overweight
the more recent data relative to an optimal filter.
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(c) To prevent the elements of the covariance matrix
and in turn the derived weighting coefficients
and correlation distance from decreasing below
some pre-established lower bound.

The use of a lower bound is particularly appropriate to an application
of Kalman filtering such as aircraft tracking when the filter is
derived from a model of constant speed straight line motion. For
unlike a spacecraft or terrestrial satellite, which can generally be
accurately predicted for weeks, the future position of an aircraft
can only be predicted accurately for a few seconds. Consequently, an
aircraft tracking filter must consistently remain relatively respon-
sive to the weasurement data which implies that the elements of the
covariance matrix and the weighting coefficients should be preventedI4from approaching zero.

A final modeling consideration in applying Kalman filter theory
is that a precise knowledge of the a priori statistics associated with
the predicted state variables may not be known. In such cases, con-
servative error estimates that are larger than the true errors are
typically used. The effect of employing excessive error estimates
with the initial predicted state variables is to increase the errors
associated with successive estimates of the state variables which in
turn lengthens the convergence interval. On the other hand, the use
of optimistic or small error estimates associated with the initial
predicted state variables prevents the filter from using adequate
weighting coefficients, which are sometimes referred to as the Kalman
gain, during the important initial period of estimation.

PROCESSING AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

Kalman filtering algorithms derived from complex system models
can impose extraordinary storage and processing requirements. There-
fore, various schemes which provide the essential benefits of Kalman's
approach but which minimize demands upon the processor should be
explored. In addition to simplifying the modeling equations, which
has already been discussed, other compromises are possible.

One such technique is to partition the state variables into
several groups. The Kalman theory is then independently applied to
the state variables of the lower dimensional groups and the estimate

of the entire set of state variables is reconstructed from the lower
dimensional groups. A caveat relative to such partitioning is to
assign state variables that are highly correlated to the same group
since partitioning essentially assumes a lack of correlation between
elements of different groups. For example, in the tracking example
that was discussed in both Section III and Appendix B, a sufficient
set of state variables which entirely described the system was X, X,
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Y and Y. These state variables were partitioned into a group X,
and into another group Y, t. An X component filter algorithm and a
Y component filter algorithm were then derived according to the Kal-
man theory. Having derived the algorithms, a measurement datum was
used with the X component filter equations to obtain an improved
estimate of X and X. Thereafter, the same measurement datum was
used with the Y component filter equations to obtain an improved
estimate of Y and Y. Then, the entire set of state variables X,*X,
Y and t were reconstructed from the lower dimensional groups X, X and
Y, Y. Partitioning in this manner results in two similar Kalman

problems that must be solved each iteration but it may be shown that
this approach is more conservati-e in processing and storage require-
ments because the cross correlations between groups are ignored.

Another technique that should be explored to decrease processing
demands is the precalculation and storage of the weighting coefficient-
and correlation distances or areas. This technique has practical
importance in that it is possible to trade a small amount of storage
space for considerable processing time. The technique is particularly
well suited to applications where:

(a) The random noise that is superimposed upon the
measurement data is relatively constant, and

(b) The lower bound, that is imposed upon the elements
of the covariance matrix and in turn the weighting
coefficients and correlation distances, is attained
in a few iterations.

KALMAN VERSUS CONVENTIONAL FILTERING

The essential difference between Kalman's and more conventional
filtering techniques is the real time propagation of statistical error
measures of the sta-e variables. These error measures are used in
conjunction with thI1 measurement datum's error measures to determine 'I
whether the datum should be correlated; if correlated, the error
measures are used to calculate the gain to be applied to the measure-
ment datum in determining an improved estimate of the parameters of

interest. Conventional approaches generally involve the use of pre-
stored correlation limits and gains.

Kalman filtering theory is described in precise mathematical
terms and as such is perhaps more intellectually rewarding than
applying more conventional techniques. However, possible users are
cautioned that considerable experience is required in developing an
effective filter because of the difficulties in defining the major
state variables, obtaining knowledge of their statistical parameters,
adequately modeling the system and striking a reasonable compromise
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between performance, storage and processing requirements. Relative
to real-time aircraft tracking applications, the model of motion
becomes especially difficult to formulate and typical Kalman trackers
therefore assume constant speed straight line aircraft motion. Since
such a filter is incapable of tracking a maneuvering aircraft, Kalman
trackers are augmented with maneuver response logics that approximate
cotiventional maneuver logics.

Upon developing a Kalman tracker, users are further cautioned
that its implementation in an operational system is not a precise
science. Doctrinaire implementations will generally result in prac-
tical difficulties, the resolution of which will tend to revert the
process to more conventional techniques. Consequently, careful
reflection on Kalman filters and their resultant performance and
effectiveness relative to more classical filters is suggested prior
to their implementation. Although well suited to extra-terrestrial
tracking problems where equations of motion are readily formulated,
the Kalman filter is not nor was it ever intended to be a panacea
for any filtering application.
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APPENDIX A

ONE DIMENSIONAL KALMAN FILTER

INTRODUCTION

This Appendix. presents a derivation of the one dimensional Kalman
filter equations based only upon the concepts of the mean value and
standard deviation of a random variable. This derivation comprises
the majority of the elements of the complete Kalman filter except
that it is a one dimensional, which does not require matrix manipula-
tion, and there are no dynamics associated with the problem. Having
derived the one dimensional filter equations for the initial iteration,
the recursive feature of the filter equations will then be shown.

OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF INDEPENDENT ESTIMATES

The Kalman filtering process consists of combining two independent
estimates of a variable in order to obtain an improved estimate. Theimproved estimate or weighted mean is obtained by updating the previous

estimate based upon measurement data and the va-'iances of both the pre-
vious estimate and the measured datum. The weighting factor that is
chosen to yield an improved estimate with minimum variance and hence
maximum probability is derived below.

Given the predicted range value of a point target RP with variance
ap and an associated range measurement Ri with variance aR , these two
estimates may be optimally combined to yield a minimum variance smoothed
estimate of the point target's range.

The general form of a smoothed estimate Rs of RP and RM, where
the value of a must be determined, is

R RP + a(RM - RP) = (1 - a) Rp + aRM (1)

S SThe expected or mean value of RS, written E(R ), is

E(RS) = (1 a) E(R ) + aE(R ) (2)
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The variance of RS, witten Var is defined by

Va R E{RS _ E(RS)}
2 • ,-(1 -a)Re + aR - (1 - a)E(Re) - a HE)2

2

"E{(l - a)(RF - E(RP)) + aO(RU - E(RM))} (3)

Var R S (i - a)( 2 Vaa RP + a 2 Var RH

since E((RP - E(RP)) (RM - E(RM))} - 0 as RP and RM are independent
estimates.

RS
To determine the value of a for which Var R is a minimum, the

expression for Var RS will be partially differentiated with respect
to a and set to zero.

8 Vat RSD -2(l - a) Vat RP + 2 a Vat RM - 0 •

a(Var RP +Var RH) - Var RP

yielding the optimum value of a for a weighting coefficient as

Var RP H (4)S= (4)
VarR + Var RH

Substituting this value of a in equation (3) yields

VarRS - Va RP Va (1-a) Var Re (5)

Var RP + VaH RM

Equations (1), (4) and (5) constitute the one dimensional V.Iman filter
equations. To initialize these equations, it is n;cessary to assign
a priori numerical values to the predicted range R , to the variance
of the predicted range Var RP and to the variance of each measurement
datum Var RH. With values for these parameters and an initial measure-
ment datum, equation (4) may be solved to determine the appropriate

weighting coefficient, equation (1) may be solved to determine the
smoothed estimate of the point target's range and equation (5) may be
solved to determine the variance of the smoothed range estimate. This
process is described in Section II of the report.
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In the absence of any a priori knowledge of the predicted range

RP and the variance of the predicted range Var R , the Kalman filter
equations may be initialized by setting

a1  - 1.0

S 1M

Var R - Var RM

RECURSIVE FEATURE OF THE KALMAN FILTER

When another range measurement is obtained, the recursive feature
of the Kalman filter allows the initial smoothed estimate RS to beimproved based upon the measurement data RiM and a different weighting

coefficient. Like the previous smoothed estimate, this improved esti-
mate will have minimum variance and hence maximum probability o!
representing the true range value. From the previous paragraph and
with the subscript 1 added to indicate the firet iteration, the
initial set of recursive equations is

Var RI1
P M

Var R1 + Var R1

RIS = R 1- + aI(RIM - R1 ) (7)

SVat R g S 0. a 1l Var R P(8

Since the target is assumed to be stationary, the smoothed vari-

ance from the first computation becomes the predicted variance for
the next computation. Similarly the smoothed range estimate from the
first compucation becomes the predicted range estimate for the fol-
lowing computation. Therefore, the recursive equations for the fol-
lowing computation become

S
VarW P11 (9)

a2  S R1
Vat RR + Var R2
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R2S R1S + c 2(Rf2 MR, 8 (10)

Var R2S . (1 - a2) Var R 1  
(

Each time another range measurement is obtained, a new weighting
coefficient a is computed. It is applied against both the most recent
range estimate and the measured datum to obtain an improved range
estimate. Thereafter, the variance associated with the improved esti-
mate is computed. This variance is required to calculate the weighting
coefficient that will be used in the following iteration.

The general recursive formulas are:

(a) Calculate the weighting coefficient

S H
Vat -

Var R._S + Var RN

(b) Use the weighting coefficient to obtain an improved estimate I
R S . . SRN . _1l + aNR N - _l)

(c) Calculate the variance of the improved estimate

Var RN " (1- S ,N) Var _lS

To commence or initialize this cyclic process three a priori

numerical quantities are required. They are the predicted value of
the range prior to taking any measurements, the variance of the pre-
dicted range, and the variance of the range measurement. In the

absence of a priori knowledge of the predicted range and its asso-
ciated variance, values for a RIS and Vat RIS may be assigned based
upon the initial measurement aatum. Thereafter, improved estimates
are obtained as successive measurements are pzocess-d.
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APPENDIX B

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL KALMAN FILTER

INTRODUCTION

Appendix A has deriled one dimensional Kalman filter equations
for a problem that includes no dynamics. This Appendix augments that
material by extending the one dimensional filter theory to a multi-
dimensional system that includes dynamics. j

A general form of Kalman's multi-dimensional, dynamic system
equations is stated. Each equation is then discussed in order to
provide a simple interpretation of its intent. Analogies between
the general Kalman equations and the one dimensional non-dynamic
filter that was derived in Appendix A are presented, No derivations
of the general Kalman filter equations are included since the deriva- iý
tions are either directly analogous to the development in Appendix A,
except that matrices are employed in place of scalars, or the deriva-
tions are readily accessible in most estimation theory textbooks that
have been written since 1960. Furthermore, lengthy matrix manipula-Ii tions "e avoided in this manner and little comprehension of the
importaL aspects of the theory is sacrif iced.

To adequately discuss the multi-dimensional, dynamic system
equations, the concepts of state variable or vector, transition
matrix, measurement matrix, covariance matrix and other notation of
state-spacu theory are introduced. However, rigorous definitions of
these terms, which most readers would in any event ignore, are avoided
as they too are readily available in numerous textbooks. In addition,
matrix derivations though elegant and efficient are suprisingly Iaef-
ficient in conveying an intuitive grasp of the salient features of the
theory. Therefore, the requisite state-space concepts associated
with the Kalman theory are presented via examples and in a manner
that is intended to reveal the important principles underlying Kalman's
estimation technique.

Having provided a discussion of the salient concepts associated
with each of the general Kalman equations, these equations are then
used to derive an algorithm for the real time tracking of piloted
aircraft.
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GENERA! KALMAN FILTER EQUATIONS

A general form of the Kalman filter equations which are to be

discussed and relate, to the one-dimensional filter equations are:
I

Predicted State Variable Z - Z (1)
' •ScT H

Predicted Covariance P =- (2)

Measurement Equation -m HZ + N (3)

Weighting Coefficient S pMT(HPM + Q)- (4)

Smoothed State Variable z z + S (zm-MZ) (5)

r Smoothed Covariance P - (I-SN)P (6)

where:

Z, ZS and Z are the true, .moothed and predicted state variable
column matrices

S

PS and P are the smoothed and predicted covariance matrices

Y. is the measurement matrix

S is the smoothing coefficient matrix

0 is the transition matrix

Zm is the mr.Furement column matrix

N is the measurement error column matrix

Q is .,e measurement error covariance matrix

I is the identity matrix

Predicted State Variable Equation

State variables may be defined aa the minimum set of variables
that provides full knowledge of a system's behavior. The position
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and speed state variables for a constant speed straight li-.ýe aircraft
may be expressed in cartesian coordinates as

xP = s i s A
4P S 's

YP = yS + s A

where the superscript P indicates the predicted state variables, where
the superscript S indicates the smoothed state variables from the pre-
vious iteration and where A is the time Ance last smoothing. Equa-
tion (7) may be written in matrix notation as

x P 1 A 0 0-0" 1 0 0 o X•

=or Z (8)

P 
0 0 1 0 

y

Equation (8), the predicted state variable equation, is equivalent to
equation (1) with the dynamics of the system being modeled by the
matrix 0 which is called the transition matrix.%

The position, speed, and acceleration state variables for an air-
craft may be expressed ir cartesian coordinates as

2P X S + bSXA + 'is A2/2

i? . " + *is A

•P *is
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Equation (9) may be expressed in matrix notation :as

"01 A 0 0 0

"TI 0 0 1 0 0. 02 ' ,,°o 0 0.0 orZ Z OZ (10)

0 0"' 1 A Z/2 Y S

0 00.0 aC1 i

.0p ij s*Y• 0 0 0 0 0 1

Equation (8) represents a suitable one dimensional mathematical
model for constant speed straight liue aircraft motion and contains a
4 x 4 transition matrix because there are four state variables- Equa-l: tion (10) represents an appropriate mathematical model for accelerating
aircraft and contains a 6 x 6 transition matzix because of the addi-
tion of the acceleration state-variable. As computer storage andV particularly -- ocessing requirements increase rapidly with the number
"of state var. -s or equivalently with the si~e of the transition
matrix for Ka. .± filters, 'designers are generally motivated to seek
simplifications to the modeling equations that will result in minimum
degradation in the estimation of the major state variables. For this
reason, real time aircraft tracking filters usually employ a constant
speed straight line model of aircraft motion as defined ý y equations (7)
and (8) supplemented by a maneuver respotise lqgic.

In addition to simplifying the modeling equations by reducing the
number of state variables other compromises, which further reduce the
storage and processing requirements, are possible. One such technique
is to partition the state variables into several groups as was dis-
cussed in Section III of this report.

A partitioned formulation of the X pos-Ition and speed state
variables for a constant speed straight line aircraft may be expressed
in cartesian coordinates as

SP OS
X + X A
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* This may bc- ---.ittc.. in i- aLrix notation asX' 10 A t
With the use of the transition matrix -3 defined above and

employing the general Kalman multi-dimensional equations, au X com-
ponent tracking algorithm may be derived as will be shown. An
independent but analogous Y component filter algorithm may similarly
be derived. Use of independent, partitioned models of aircraft motion
resultq in two analogous X and Y tracking algorithms that must be
solved each iteration. However, it may be shown that this approach
is more zonservative in processing and storage requirements than
simultaneously processing the four state variables because the cross
correlations between groups such as XY, XY and Xi are ignored. The
implications of these statements will become clearer when the X com--
ponent Kalman tracking algorithm is formally derived.

Each of the aforementioned examples of equation (1), which isi• ,} called the predicted state variable equation, has employed cartesian

coordinates with X and Y as the state variables. Before proceeding
to a discussion of another of the general Kalman equations, a final
example of the predicted state variable equation will be presented
that uses range and azimuth as the state variables. Selection ofthis coordinate system results in a predicted state variable equationthat is similar to equation (8) and is described by

1 A 0 0 R

RP 0 1 0 0 R~ S
ýS or Z OZ(1

PI 0 0 1 s

PJ 0 0 0 1 sz

This polar formulation of the predicted state variable equation
is generally incompatible with a constant speed straight line model
of aircraft mopion. Except for radial flight or constant speed
circular flight about a radar site, an aircraft accelerates in a
polar coordinate system even if it is flying in a straight linc and
at a constant speed. Therefore, polar formulations of the predicted
state variable equation are generally avoided in applying Kalman
filtering theory.
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Predicted Covariance Equation

In the one dimensional static filter equations that were derived
in Appendix A, a fundamental input to thp filter was the expected or
predicted variance of range called Var R A similar quantity called
the covariance matrix is required for the multi-aimensional dynamic
filter.

For the partitioned constant speed straight line cartesian coordi-

nate formulation of aircraft motion, the smoothed covariance matrix pS
for the X component state variables has the following four elements

Far X Cov XiS
pS = (12)

Lov 'XiS Var j

These elements are calculated each it.eration after improved estimates
of the state variables X and X have been obtained and are a measure
of confidence in the current estimates of the state variables. The
elements of the smoothed covariance matrix must be extrapolated to
the time of the following iteration via equation (2), the predicted
covariance equation, in order to calculate weighting coefficients for
that iteration.

The variance of XS and 0 written Var XS and Var 0S are respec-
tively defined as

. 2

Var X - E{(XS - E(XS)) (XS - E(XS))1 - E (EXS) (EXS) - E(cXS)

VarS E{(iS E(S)) (0 - E(XS))} - E (cS) (ciS) E( )

The covariance of XXS written Coy AS is defined as

v Xis - E{(Xs .E(XS)) (S _E(S))1 E (cXs) (ciS)
•OThe terms sXe and n the errors in the variables XS and

Sre resent
stated alternatively, aX represents the difference between the
variable XS and the mean of the variable XS.

AAs with the one dimensional example, tes for the elements of
the covariance matrix must be known to imi' iL•Li the filter. These
values may be determined by experimental data. t rom the measurement
datum, by error analysis or by engineering Juc "'wrt. The usual
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procedure in a tracking filter is to initialize the elements of the
covariance matrix based upon the measurement data that determines
the track's initial position and velocity.

S
The initial value of the variance of X is set equal to the

variance of the X component of the measurement datum that is used in
the initiation process. The variance of the X compon-nt of the meas-
urement datum called Var Xm is based upon the measurement datum (R, P),
a priori knowledge of both the variance in range Var R and the variance
in azimuth Var 9, and is calculated from the following equation:

le= R Sin b

(m+ x- (R + R) (Sin i+

- (R + eR) (Sin Cos c + Cos Sin e J) (13a)

- (R + eR) (Sin @ + e i Cos *) for small e

- R Sin * + R e Cos + + c R Sin i + £Re 4 Cos

Disregarding second order terms

ex cRSin + R e *Cos1

22 2 2 2 2(exm) - (R) Sin 2 + R (up) Cos I + 2(£R)(e*) R Sin P Cos '

As R and i are independent

2 2 2 2
VarXm  = E(Xm) Var R Sin + R Var 9 Cos2

The initial value of the smoothed variance in X, given the X com-poet of the two measurement data x2m and Xim used in the initiation

process and the time difference A between the receipt of the two
measurements, is obtained by noting that

S = m - xm

as m m (13b)

2 2 K
(cs)2 (ex(X2M) + (eX 1m) - 2 (cX 2m)(Xm) I
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As X1 and X are independent

v s s 2  2 Varx
Var X - E(cX') - A2

The initial value of Coy XXs, given the X components of the two
measurement data X2m and X1m used in the initiation process and the
time interval A, is obtained from

xS -S Xm(X Xmxs is - x2 (X2 m - hm)/A

exs cis . •2M (Cx 2 - ex1 )IA (13c)

- •zX 2r)2 A

As X and X are independent

Cov XXS . E(eXS)(ES) Vat Xm

In the one dimensional example of Appendix A, the smoothed
variance from one iteration was used as the predicted variance for
the following iteration. This was perfectly reasonable since the
error in range which ultimately determines the variance in range
was only affected by the a priori initial conditions and the number
of range measurement data that had been processed.

In the two -dimensional tracking filter, the smoothed covariance
elements from one iteration may not be used in the following itera-
tion since the predicted error in the track's X position is affected

: [ by the previous error in the X position and the previous error in the
X component of the track's speed multiplied by the time interval A.
Equation 2, the predicted covariance equation, therefore calculates
the predicted covariance matrix from the previously smoothed covari-
ance matrix and the time interval from the previous to the current
iteration. The predicted covariance matrix is obtained via the fol-
lowing relationship-

S ' S T
P = (14)
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This equation indicates that the predicted covnriance matrix P
is propagated from the smoothed covariance matrix P and 0 squared.
Equation (14), although not derived herein, appears reasonable; i.e.,
if 0 propagates the state variables as stated in equation (1), then
it is reasonable for 0 squared to propagate the covariance of the
state variables. The symbol 0' in equation (14) means the transpose
of 0 and designates that the rows and columns of the matrix should be
interchanged. Equation (14) is discussed via numerical examples in
Section III of this report.

Measurement Equation

In the one dimensional example of Appendix A, each range measure-
ment Rm was related to the true range R which was being estimated by
the relationship

Rm - MR + cR (15)

where M was 1 and eR was the error in range.- In a multi-dimensional
problem, an analogous equation relate the measurement data to the
true value of the state variables. Equation (3), the measurement
equation is

z HZ +N (16) I
where Zm and Z are the measurement column matrix and the true value(s)
of the state variables respectively, and N is the measurement noise
vector. Using the 2 x 2 partitioned cartesian coordinate formulation
of the Kalman aircraft tracking filter, the X component equation
corresponding to equation (16) is

Xm X X + ex (17)

In matrix notation, equation (17) may be expressed as

X][ o][X + cX (18)

The matrix M - [ 0 0] is called the measurement matrix and simply
indicates the component of the state variable that is being measured.
The measurement matrix is [1 0] since the measured datum is a
positional report; if the measured datum was a Doppler report, the
measurement matrix would assume the form [0 1].
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Considering the implications of the measurement equation further,
if a 4 x 4 range and azimuth formulation of the Kalman filter is
employed where each measurement datum is a positional report con-
sisting of the parameters Rm and Pm, equation (16) would be equilvalent
to

Rm - R+cR
(19)

+

In matrix notation, equation (19) may be expressed as

RSl 0 0 0 e R

i~m o 0 1 0

As is evident, the measurement equation (16) relates any form of the

measurement data to the state variables via the appropriate measure-
ment matrix.

W eighting Coefficient Equation

In the one dimensional example of Appendix A, the measured rangeIm was weighted with a smoothed estimate by a: weighting coefficient

0 N which was defined by r

S~~Var •i
a = S (20)
Ni Var N1.1 + Var %m

An analogous express is employed In the multi-dimensional
tracking problem, where the weighting coefficient S is defined from
equation (4) by

t M T T 4 (21SPM (P' MT + Q) (21)

Equation (21) will not be derived herein since its development
exactly follow3 the derivation in Appendix A except that matrices are
required in place of the scalars. The matrix manipulations are tedious
but straightforwArd and may be found in most estimation theory textbooks.
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In equation (21), Q is the measurement error covariance matrix
and is analogous to Var Rm in equation (20). For the tracking example
that we are considering Q is equal to Vat X1. H is the measurement
matrix as has previously been stated and is analogous to the factor
unity in equation (20. P is the predicted covariance matrix and is
analogous to Var RN_..l The superscript -1 indicates matrix inversion
and is analogous to division. Ignoring the differences in notation
between equations (20) and (21) and making use of the above stated
analogies, it is apparent that equations (20) and (21) are identical.
Consequently, understanding the implications of equation (20) for the
simpler one dimensional filter example will yield a corresponding
grasp of the implications of the multi-dimensional weighting coeffi-
cient S.

Smoothed State Variable and Covariance Equation

In the one dimensional example of Appenidx A, an improved estimate
of range or RN was obtained from the expression

RS S + (RN m N-lS (22)
RN RN-1 N -S

Furthermore, the variance of the improved estimate was calculated
from the expression

Vr S Va ,S (3
Var RN = (1 - Y Var *l (23)

Analogous expressions to equatioas (22) and (23) for the multi-
dimensional problem from equations (5) and (6) are

zS z + S(Zm - MZ ) (24)

and

P S = (I - SM) P1 (25)
The analogies between equations (22) and (24) as well as between (23)

and (25) are sufficiently obvious so that no discussion is warranted.
Again, an understanding of the implications of the one dimensional
equations (22) and (23) will yield a corresponding level of compre-
hension for the matrix formulations of equations (24) and (25).
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TRACKING ALGORITHM

This section uses the general Kalman equations that have pre-
viously been presented and the transition matrix based upon a con-
stant speed straight line model of aircraft motion to derive an
algorithm for tracking aircraft. The derived Kalman filter algorithm
is used for track smoothing, prediction and correlation. In addition
to providing smoothed and predicted state variables which define the
track's position and velocity, the Kalman filter algorithm provides
estimates of the errors associated with the state variables.

Kalman Non-Maneuver Smoothing and Prediction

The traik's state vector will be defined in terms of the variables
X, X, Y and Y. The variables X and X will be partitioned from the
variables Y and Y. The covariance matrix for the X variables consists
of the terms Var X, Var X and Cov XX. Since the X and Y filters are
partitioned and hence completely uncoupled, it will only be necessary
to derive the tracking algorithm for the X component. Re-lacing X by
Y will yield an analogous Y component filter.

As previously indicated the state variable Z, the measurement
matrix M, the measurement column matrix Z and the measurement covari-
ance matrix Q are defined by

IX

Z;M- [1 0] ; Zm Xm and Q Var Xm

From equation (8), the transition matrix corresponding to a con-
stant speed straight line model of aircreft motion is defined by

0 11
where A is defined as the time interval since last track smoothing,
The elements of the predicted covariance matrix P and the smoothed
covariance matrix P are defined by

1 .
Var XP Cov p VarX Cov j

Sp' pS

_ P

CovXKA Var X'Cov Xi VarXk



The elements of the weighting coefficient S which will become the
positional and velocity smoothing coefficients are defined by

SS T a

From equation (2) and the definitions, of, P and 0T, the ele-
ments of the predicted covariance matrix P are determined as follows

[ar xP Coy . r xS Coy Cf

Lcv xi Var ip 0 1 Xk o Wr is jA

Performing the requisite matrfx multiplications* the elements of the
predicted covariance matrix P are determined to be
12

VarXP - Var XS + 2A Cov XiS +A 2 Var iS

VarXP - Vat iS (26)

Cov XX - CovXXS + A Var iS

Equations (26) are used to extrapolate the smoothed covariance matrix
from one iteration to the time of the next track smoothing in the
following iteration.

From equation (4) and the approp-iate definitions, the elenrents
of the weighting coefficient S are determined as follows

S - P IMT(MP + Q)-l

a Var X Co-v )&] Ir X[ Cov Xi i
Ljj,](l 0) O•Coy + vj.

Co i a p 0Cov XX Va L
Solving for a and 0, the elements of the weighting coefficient S are
determined to be

PJ

Var X.Cov XX(

Ver~ +VarW Var XP + Var XM
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From equatign (5) and the appropriate definitions, the smoothed
state variable Z , the components of which are XS and Xi, is deter-
mined as follows

z z + S(z m - MZ ;

Performing the required matrix arithmetic, the elements of the smoothed
state variables are determined to be

xs XP+a -X" -

is - i? + a (XM-X (28)

Finally, from equation 66) and the appropriate definitions, the

smoothgd covarlan e matrix P , the components of which are Var xS,
Coy XX and Var X , is determined as follows

pS . (I -SM) P'

*s sr Xis:1[ VarX Cov 1 0 VarX CovXPiI " ]-~ ] ov'a*
Cov AS Var Xs 0 1 O v )M" Va0

Performing the matrix manipulations, the elements of the smoothed
covariance matrix are determined to be

Var X . aVar Xp

Cov XX - 0 Var ( (29)

Var kS - Var i - B Cov XAP

Equations (26) through (29) constitute the X coordinate Kalman
smoothing and prediction filter. Substituting Y for X in each of
thece equations results in the corresponding Y componunt filter

* equations.
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Tracker Initialization

For the one dimensional filter equations that were derived in
Appendix A,- three quantities were zequired in order to commence the
iterative process. They were the expected or predicted value of the
range prior to any measurement, the variance associated with the pre'-
dicted range and the variance associated with the range measurement.
As should be expected, analogous quantities are required in order to
initialize the multi-dimensional tracking filter.

The quantities that are analogous to the expegted value of range
are the components of the state vector ZS namely X and XP. Corre-
spondingly to the variance of thg predicted range are the elements of
the smoothed covariance matrix P namely Var XS, Coy AS and Var kS.
Finally, analogous to the variance of the range measurement Var Rm are
the cartesian coordinate variances associated with the (R, *) measure-
ment datum.

Assuming a two point iniziation process, the X components of the
multi-dimensional quantities described above are defined as

i ~xS -" xm
!2

(30)
Xm - X

where KXm, X2  are the X coordinates of the first and second measure-
ment data associated with the two point initiotion process. A is thi.
time difference between the initial and the second R, * measurement
datum.

Setting the initial value of Var X to the variance of the X com-
1 •nent of the measurement datum used in the initiation process and from
equations (13b) and (13c), the elements of the smoothed covariance
matrix PS are defined by

S
Vart - VarX m (m

Vat iS =2 War Xm (1
2VcX' (31)A2

Cov XXi Var 0'
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Equation (31) states that the initial value of the variance of XS

is the variance of the X component of the measurement datum that is
used in the initiation process. From equation (13a), Var XP is deter-
mined from the relationship

Var Xm - Vat R Sin2  + R2 Var Cos 2 h (32)

where (R, i) are the coordinates of the meastr ement datum and where
Var R and Var 9 are based upon a priori knowledge of the sensor's
characteristics.
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